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Later, they
MIGRATED to
Europe, Asia,
and the
Americas (last)

These HUNTER-GATHERERS
lived in small CLANS and
spent their days in search
of food, water, & shelter

The NEOLITHIC REVOLUTION
occurred when people developed
AGRICULTURE. Instead of being
NOMADIC, they could live in one
place. They learned:
• How to make more advanced
tools
The DOMESTICATION of
• Pottery
animals gave them
• Weaving
additional food sources.

They:
 Used simple tools
and weapons
 Made fire
 Had an oral
language
 Left “cave art”

It also meant that
animals could help with
work on the farms.
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ARCHAEOLOGY

ARCHAEOLOGISTS study past cultures by
locating and analyzing human remains,
settlements, fossils, and ARTIFACTS.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES:
• ALEPPO and JERICHO in the Fertile Crescent
• ÇATALHÖYÜK in Anatolia (Turkey/Asia Minor)

Archaeologists apply scientific
tests, such as CARBON DATING,
to analyze fossils and artifacts.

STONEHENGE in England was
begun during the Neolithic
Age and completed during
the Bronze Age.
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RIVER VALLEY
CIVILIZATIONS

During the NEW STONE AGE, permanent settlements
appeared in river valleys and around the FERTILE
CRESCENT. Rivers provided water and rich soil for
crops as well as protection from invasion
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1
HUANG HE
RIVER (China)
Other early civilizations:
1. HEBREWS (Jordan
River)
2. PHOENICIA
3. NUBIA (Upper Nile)

NILE RIVER
(Egypt)

INDUS RIVER (India)
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River valleys were the “Cradles of Civilization.” Early civilizations
made major contributions to social, political, and economic progress.
SOCIAL

POLITICAL

ECONOMIC

Hereditary rulers:
DYNASTIES of kings,
pharaohs

World’s first states
City-states
Kingdoms
Empires

Use of metal (e.g., bronze, iron)
tools and weapons

Rigid class system,
slavery was accepted

Centralized government, often
based on religious authority

Increasing agricultural surplus:
Better tools, plows, irrigation

Religious traditions:
Polytheism by most
cultures; Hebrews
were monotheistic

Written law codes
TEN COMMANDMENTS
CODE OF HAMMURABI

Written
communication:
PICTOGRAPHS; Egyptian HIEROGLYPHS;
SUMERIAN CUNEIFORM; PHOENICIAN
ALPHABET

Development of the
world’s first cities

Slavery in most ancient cultures,
taking various forms
Increasing trade along rivers and by
sea (Phoenicians)
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RELIGION

The monotheism of Abraham became the foundation of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam—religions that changed the world. The
Hebrews were the first to become monotheists.

MONOTHEISM
means belief in
one god

The TEN COMMANDMENTS state
moral and religious conduct

MOSES is believed to have led the
Hebrews from slavery in Egypt to
the “Promised Land” of Israel.
Along the way, he delivered the
Ten Commandments, the moral
code of the Hebrews

Twice the ancient Hebrews were exiled from Israel.
This DIASPORA caused the religion to spread
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The Persian empire was built on earlier civilizations. Their main religion
was ZOROASTRIANISM but they were generally tolerant of others.
The Persians understood
that conquering others
made them unpopular.
They allowed religion
and tradition in these
lands to continue.

They developed an effective
IMPERIAL BUREAUCRACY
which often included officials
from conquered people.
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Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa
are two Indus River sites.

Classical Indian civilization began in the Indus River Valley,
spread to the Ganges River Valley, and then spread throughout
the Indian subcontinent. This spread continued with little
interruption because of the geographic location (isolated).

During the “Golden Age” Indian people made significant
contributions to world civilization.

MAURYAN EMPIRE
(Asoka)
Indo-Aryan people migrated into the
area, creating a structured society (caste
system) and blending their beliefs with
those of the indigenous people.

GUPTA EMPIRE
“Golden Age”

Spread of Buddhism

Mathematics (incl. zero)

Free hospitals

Medicine

Veterinary care

Astronomy

Good roads

Literature
Textile manufacture
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Hinduism
• Many forms of one god
• Reincarnation
• Karma
• Vedas, Upanishads
• Spread along trade
routes
• Still practiced in India
today
• Accept Caste System

Buddhism
• Founded by Siddhartha
Gautama (“Buddha”)
• Four Noble Truths
• Eightfold Path
• Spread by Asoka’s
missionaries to China
and Asia
• Not widely practiced in
India today
• Reject Caste System

BOTH
• Believe in a “life cycle”
• Believe in an afterlife
(Nirvana/Enlightenment)
• Founded in India
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Huang He River
Valley: CHINA
DYNASTIES of Chinese rulers were
considered divine, but they served under a
MANDATE OF HEAVEN only as long as
their rule was just. They relied on a
CIVIL SERVICE system that emphasized
ability, not family connections.

Classical China centered on the
Huang He (Yellow River) and
was geographically isolated.

Invaders entered China
from the North. Emperor
Qin Shi Huangdi built the
Great Wall for China’s
protection.

The SILK ROAD provided
contact between China
and Western
civilizations. Chinese
products such as
Paper
Porcelain
Silk
were carried along this
route

CHINESE
PHILOSOPHY
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Impact of TAOISM in
forming Chinese
culture and values

• Humility
• Simple life and inner
peace
• Harmony with nature

Impact of
CONFUCIANISM in
forming the social order
in China
• Belief that humans are
good, not bad
• Respect for elders
• Emphasis on education
• Code of politeness (still
used in Chinese society
today)

• Ancestor worship

Yin and yang represented opposites for Confucianism and Taoism.
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The physical geography of the Aegean Basin
shaped the development of Greek civilization.
The expansion of Greek civilization through
trade and colonization led to the spread of
Greek Geography: Hellenic culture across the Mediterranean and
• Limited arable Black seas.

GREECE

land
• Mountainous
• Resulted in
colonization to
find better
farmland
• Divided city-states
instead of unifying
one nation
• City-states
developed distinct
characteristics,
but generally
promoted civic
involvement and
commerce

• Commerce and the spread of Hellenic
culture
• Shift from barter to money economy
(coins)
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Greek mythology was based on a polytheistic religion that
was integral to culture, politics, and art in ancient Greece.
Many of Western civilization’s symbols, metaphors, words,
and idealized images come from ancient Greek mythology.
Myths offered explanations of natural
phenomena, human qualities, and life
events

GREECE:
religion
Athens developed the first democratic
government, but not everyone could
participate in decision making. It became a
foundation of modern democracies.
Contrasting philosophies of government
divided the Greek city-states of Athens
(democracy) and Sparta (oligarchy).
Athens

Greek gods and goddesses
Zeus, Hera, Apollo,
Artemis, Athena, Aphrodite

GREECE: city
states

Sparta

Stages in the evolution
of Athenian gov’t:
Monarchy, aristocracy,
tyranny, democracy

Oligarchy (rule
by a small
group)

Tyrants who worked for
reform: Draco, Solon

Rigid social
structure

Origin of democratic
principles: Direct
democracy, public
debate, duties of the
citizen

Militaristic and
aggressive
society
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GREECE:
wars

The Greeks defeated the Persian empire and
preserved their political independence. Competition
between Sparta and Athens for control of Greece
helped cause the Peloponnesian War.
499 BC: Persia invaded
Greek City states

Other Greek city
states united to
fight Persia

431 BC: rivalry for the leadership
of Greece led to the
PELOPONNESIAN WAR

City-states formed
alliances in case of future
attacks: Athens led the
DELIAN LEAGUE; Sparta
led the PELOPONNESIAN
LEAGUE

404 BC: The long
war left Greece
weakened and ripe
for invasion; culture
also suffered

Greek victories (led
by Athens) at
Marathon and
Salamis gave the
Greeks control of
the Aegean Sea

Athens’ “Golden Age”
under PERICLES:
advancement in
sciences, math,
philosophy, expanded
democracy; PARTHENON
built

Greece remained
independent, and
Athens continued
governmental and
cultural innovations
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Athenian culture during the classical era became
part of the foundation of Western civilization.

Greek columns were
widely used by the Romans
and are frequently
featured in Western
monumental and
government architecture

Greek
Contributions

Greece: “Golden Age”
& Decline
Notable Individuals

Drama

Aeschylus, Sophocles

Poetry

Homer

History

Herodotus, Thucydides

Sculpture

Phidias

Science

Archimedes, Hippocrates

Mathematics

Euclid, Pythagoras

Philosophy

Socrates, Plato, Aristotle

Alexander

After the PELOPONNESIAN WAR, Greece was weakened and
invaded by Macedonians under PHILIP II. His son ALEXANDER
THE GREAT united Greece, then built an empire from Greece
to India. HELLENISTIC culture spread throughout this empire
and blended with Eastern culture through trade.
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ROME

Mediterranean Sea

Rome’s location far from Eastern powers and in the middle
of the Mediterranean Sea allowed it to flourish peacefully
and benefit from sea trade. The Alps to the north provided
protection from invaders.
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Roman mythology, like Greek mythology, was based upon
a polytheistic religion that was integral to culture, politics,
and art. Many of Western civilization’s symbols,
metaphors, words, and idealized images come from
ancient Roman mythology.
Myths offer explanations of natural
phenomena, human qualities,
and life events

ROME:
Religion

Social classes
• PATRICIANS: Powerful nobility (few in number)
• PLEBEIANS: Majority of population
• Slaves: Not based on race
Citizenship
• Patrician and plebeian men
• Selected foreigners
• Rights and responsibilities of citizenship (e.g.,
taxes, military service)

Roman gods and goddesses
Jupiter, Juno, Apollo, Diana,
Minerva, Venus

ROME:
Republic

Features of democracy
• REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY
• ASSEMBLIES
• THE SENATE
• CONSULS
• Roman Law: TWELVE TABLES
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After the victory over Carthage in the Punic
Wars, Rome was able, over the next 100
years, to dominate the Mediterranean basin,
leading to the diffusion of Roman culture.

ROME: Punic Wars &
Fall of the Republic

PUNIC WARS: Rome vs. Carthage
(264–146 B.C. [B.C.E.])
• Rome and Carthage competed for trade.
• Three separate wars resulted in Roman
victory, the destruction of Carthage, and
expanded trade and wealth for Rome.

Evolution of the Roman Empire and
spread of Roman culture
•Mediterranean basin (Africa, Asia,
Europe, including the Hellenistic
world of the Eastern Mediterranean)
•Western Europe (Gaul, British Isles)

Roman Republic after Punic Wars ended

Caesar’s assassination in
44 BC caused more civil
war over ruling power

Increased wealth and increased
slavery caused many PLEBEIANS
to lose their farms and move to
the cities for work.
This unrest caused
civil war and
allowed General
JULIUS CAESAR to
take power

AUGUSTUS CAESAR became
the first Roman Emperor after
defeating MARC ANTONY .

His reign saw the
expansion of the
empire and the start of
the PAX ROMANA.

Roman Empire at the end
of Augustus’ reign
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Augustus established the Roman Empire by instituting
civil service, rule by law, a common coinage, and secure
travel and trade. The Empire enjoyed 200 years of peace
and prosperity known as the PAX ROMANA.
IMPACT OF THE PAX ROMANA
Economic

Social

Established
Returned
uniform system stability to
of money, which social classes
helped to
expand trade
Guaranteed safe Increased
travel and trade emphasis on
on Roman roads the family

Political

ROME: The
Pax Romana

Roman Cultural Accomplishments
Architecture: Romans invented the
arch and the dome. Examples:
PANTHEON, COLOSSEUM, FORUM

Uniform
code of law
throughout
the Empire

Technology: Roads, aqueducts (transport water)
Science: Ptolemy (astronomy, geography)
Civil Service
Medicine: Public health (public baths, public
water systems, medical schools)

Promoted
prosperity and
stability

Law: The principle of “innocent until
proven guilty” (from the Twelve Tables)

Language: Latin, Romance languages (French,
Spanish)
Literature: Virgil’s Aeneid
Religion: Roman mythology; adoption of
Christianity as the imperial religion
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The followers of Jesus spread Christianity
throughout the Roman Empire, bringing it
into conflict with Roman polytheism and
eventually changing Western civilization.
As the Roman Empire declined in the
West, the Church of Rome grew in
importance, followers, and influence.
CHRISTIANITY
• Had its roots in Judaism
• Was led by JESUS OF
NAZARETH, who was
proclaimed MESSIAH
• Conflicted with Roman
polytheistic beliefs

Christian beliefs are recorded in the
NEW TESTAMENT of the Bible.
• Monotheistic
• Jesus is son and incarnation of God
• Life after death (salvation)

ROME: Christianity
The APOSTLES, including PAUL, spread
Christianity throughout the Empire

The religion spread despite government
persecution. Early martyrs inspired
Romans to convert.
Emperor CONSTANTINE
converted to and legalized
Christianity. Soon it was the
official state religion, and
loyalty to the Church
became more important
than loyalty to the emperor.
Christian doctrines were established by
church councils. Eventually the Church
became the main unifying force in
Western Europe.
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Over a 300 year period, the western part of the
Roman Empire steadily declined because of internal
and external problems.
1. The empire’s size made
it difficult and costly to
govern and defend from
attacks on the borders
2. Weak
administrators were
unable to solve
several problems,
including
succession to the
throne, resulting in
civil conflicts

ROME: Decline

4. Romans began to lose faith in their government

5. Constantine moved the capital
from Rome to Byzantium, making
Rome less important
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Byzantine Art &
Architecture:
• Greek, Roman influence
• Inspired by Christianity
and Imperial power
• ICONS
• MOSAICS
• HAGIA SOPHIA (below)

CONSTANTINOPLE:
Formerly Byzantium
Controlled trade routes
Far from European
barbarians
Capital for 1,000 years
GRECO ROMAN culture
Byzantine
Christianity
•Constantinople

Byzantine
Empire

Roman Catholic
Church
•Rome

•Greek language •Latin
•Patriarch

•Pope

Eastern Europe

Western Europe

Byzantine Influence in Eastern Europe:
 Spread by trade routes
 Language: CYRILLIC
 Orthodox Christianity
 Religious art
 Church architecture

EMPEROR JUSTINIAN
(above, depicted in a
MOSAIC):
• Established
common law code
(still influences
European law
today)
• Armies conquered
much of Western
empire
• Expanded trade
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The RISE of
ISLAM
 The Muslims conquered the cities

ISLAMIC RELIGION

 Monotheistic: ALLAH (God)
 Founded by MUHAMMAD, the prophet, 600s
AD (CE)
of Jerusalem and Damascus,
 Began on the Arabian Peninsula in cities of
important to both Christians and
MECCA and MEDINA, spread into Asia and
Hebrews.
across Africa along trade routes
 The Islamic empire broke into
 Holy Book: QU’RAN (Koran)
several kingdoms.
 FIVE PILLARS, activities required of all
Islamic Cultural
Islamic Scientific
Muslims
Contributions
 Acceptance of Moses and Jesus as prophets, Contributions
not
Architecture (ex: Dome
Arabic numerals (adapted
divine figures
of the Rock)

from India, including
zero)

Arabic alphabet

Algebra

Universities

Medicine

Translation of ancient
texts into Arabic
SUNNI-

Expansion of geographic
knowledge
SHI’A
SPLIT

Weakened Byzantine and Persian
SHI’A Muslims believe that only Muhammad’s
empires could not stop Islam's spread.
descendants may lead the religion, while SUNNI
In Europe, Islamic expansion was
Muslims believe that any Muslim may lead the
stopped by Christians at the BATTLE
faithin. 1258 is considered the end of Islam’s “Golden Age.”
OF
The TOURS.
Mongol capture of the Islamic capital BAGHDAD
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Foundations of Early
Medieval Society
Roman heritage

Roman government
and protection ended

Christian beliefs
Germanic customs
Importance of the Church
In Medieval Europe
 Replaced Roman
authority
 Preserved Greco-Roman
texts
 Anointed “Holy Roman
Age of CHARLEMAGNE
Emperor” (ex:
Charlemagne)
Franks dominated W. Europe.
 Priests served religious/
Pope crowned the Emperor.
social needs of the
Power of the Church in political life.
people

Travel and trade
became unsafe
Invaders (VIKINGS,
MAGYARS, ANGLES,
SAXONS) threatened
all communities
Landholding lords
became the source of
protection

FEUDALISM became
the government of
Medieval Europe

Most of Western Europe was included in the
Angles & Saxons invaded Britain;
new empire.
Magyars came from Central Asia;
Churches, roads, and schools were built to
Vikings from Scandinavia terrified all
unite the empire.
Europe
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Trade Routes

•
•
•

Location

Goods

Africa

Gold

Asia

Spices
Textiles
Porcelain
Sugar
Crops

Europe

Textiles
Amber

Silk Routes across Asia to the Mediterranean
basin
Maritime routes across the Indian Ocean
Trans-Saharan routes across North Africa

•
•
•

Technology

Ideas

Paper
Waterwheels
Windmills
Printing
Paper money
Compass
Lateen Sail

Buddhism
Hinduism
Islam

Northern European links with the Black Sea
Western European sea and river trade
South China Sea and lands of Southeast Asia
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JAPAN
CHINESE INFLUENCE
ON JAPAN
 Writing
 Architecture
 Buddhism

AFRICA

Axum
• Location: relative to the
Ethiopian Highlands and
Nile River
• Christian kingdom
Zimbabwe
• Location: near Zambezi, Limpopo rivers and the
Indian Ocean coast
• City of “Great Zimbabwe” was capital of a
prosperous empire

SHINTO
• Ethnic religion unique to Japan
• Importance of natural features, forces
of nature, and ancestors
• State religion; worship of the emperor West African kingdoms
• Location of Ghana,
• Coexists with Buddhism
Mali, and Songhai
empires relative to
Niger River and the
Sahara
• Gold and salt trade
• Timbuktu was center
of trade and learning
Mt. Fuji, Japan’s tallest mountain, is a sacred Shinto site • Animists and Muslims
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Aztec civilization
• Located in arid valley in
central Mexico
• City: Tenochtitlan
• Ruled by an emperor
• Economy based on
agriculture and tribute
from conquered peoples
• Polytheistic religion:
Pyramids, rituals
Achievements of Mayan,
Aztec, and Incan civilizations
• Calendars
• Mathematics
• Writing, other recordkeeping systems

Mayan civilization
• Located in Mexican
and Central American
rain forests
• City: Chichén Itzá
• Groups of city-states
ruled by kings
• Economy based on
agriculture and trade
• Polytheistic religion:
Pyramids

Incan civilization
• Located in the Andes Mountains of S. America
• Represented by Machu Picchu
• Ruled by an emperor
• Economy based on high-altitude agriculture
• Polytheistic religion
• Road system
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England France

Spain
Ferdinand
& Isabella

Russia

First
Ruler?

William the
Conqueror

Hugh
Capet

Ivan the Great

Event
that
“makes”
the
nation

Norman Conquest
united England

Joan of Arc;
Unified the
victory in Hundred country; expelled
Years’ War
Jews and Muslims

Defeated Mongols

Type of
rule

Magna Carta (John)
limits King’s power;
Common Law (Henry
II)

Absolute
power

Absolute power

Absolute
power

Notable
factors
that
affected
rulers

Defeat in Hundred
Years’ War increased
power of Parliament

Capets were the
only family to rule
France (800 years)

Empire in
Americas under
Charles V.

Orthodox Church
supported tsar,
influenced
unification
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THE CRUSADES Begin
1095: POPE URBAN’S speech motivates
Christians to go to war in the East
against the Muslims
First Crusade:
Christians capture
Jerusalem and
Effects of the Crusades
establish small
• Weakened the Pope and
“CRUSADER
nobles; strengthened
(Christian) STATES”
monarchs
in the East (see map)
• Stimulated trade throughout
the Mediterranean area and
Second Crusade:
the Middle East
Islamic leader
• Left a legacy of bitterness
SALADIN defeats
among Christians, Jews, and
the Christians and
Muslims
takes back
• Weakened the Byzantine
Jerusalem
Empire
1204: Crusaders sack and loot Constantinople
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Church scholars
• Were among the very few who could read
and write
• Worked in monasteries

Mongol armies created a short lived
(about 150 years) empire
Invaded Russia, China, and Muslim states
in Southwest Asia, destroying cities
and countryside
Constantinople
• Fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1453,
ending the Byzantine Empire
• Became capital of the Ottoman
Empire (renamed Istanbul)

• Translated Greek, Arabic works into Latin
• Made new knowledge in philosophy,
medicine, and science available in Europe
• Laid the foundations for the rise of
universities in Europe
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In the mid 1300s, the Black Death
decimated Europe’s population.

Impact of the BLACK DEATH
(Bubonic plague)
• Decline in population
• Scarcity of labor
• Towns freed from feudal
obligations
• Decline of Church influence
• Disruption of trade
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Travel from Europe to the East
increased during the Crusades:

European Renaissance

Economic effects of the Crusades
• Increased demand for Middle
Eastern products
• Stimulated production to trade
in Middle Eastern markets
• Encouraged the use of credit
and banking

Important economic concepts
• Church rule against usury and the
banks’ practice of charging interest
helped to secularize northern Italy.
• Letters of credit expanded the supply
of money and expedite trade.
• New accounting and bookkeeping
practices (use of Arabic numerals) were
introduced.

Florence (3), Venice (1), Genoa (2)
• Had access to trade routes
connecting Europe with Middle
Eastern markets
• Served as trading centers for the
distribution of goods to northern
Europe
• Were initially independent city-states
governed as republics
1
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Machiavelli’s THE PRINCE:
• Early modern treatise on
government
• Supports absolute power of
the ruler
• Maintains that the end
justifies the means
• Advises that one should not
only do good if possible, but
do evil when necessary

European Renaissance
Medieval art and literature focused on the
Church and salvation, while Renaissance art and
literature focused on individuals and worldly
matters, along with Christianity.
Artistic and literary creativity
• Leonardo da Vinci: Mona Lisa,
The Last Supper
• Michelangelo: Ceiling of the
Sistine Chapel and David
• Petrarch: Sonnets, humanist
scholarship

HUMANISM: the philosophy of
the Renaissance
• Celebrates the individual
• Stimulates the study of classical
Greek and Roman literature and
culture
• Supported by wealthy PATRONS
Northern Renaissance
Growing wealth in Northern Europe supported Renaissance ideas.
Northern Renaissance thinkers merged humanist ideas with
Christianity. The MOVABLE TYPE PRINTING PRESS and the production
and sale of books (e.g., Gutenberg Bible) helped disseminate ideas.

Northern Renaissance
artists portrayed religious
and secular subjects.
Northern Renaissance
writers:
Erasmus: The Praise of Folly
(1511), Sir Thomas More:
Utopia (1516)

